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Want to Get Started Zen Doodling? This book has it all...For a limited time only, Create Doodles will

be offered at $4.97- a 25% discountDoodlers have been given a bad reputation for their

â€˜absentmindednessâ€™. After all, itâ€™s hard to fathom how sketching on a napkin, the edge of a

table or on oneâ€™s hand can in any way, shape or form be productive. Well, some may say that

the productivity is in the explosion of creativity that one sees once a doodle is complete or even in

the incompleteness but true originality of other doodles. However, this isnâ€™t all there is to

doodling. Though with this book, youâ€™ll begin to learn how to release your imagination and create

doodles that are worth keeping and perhaps unique and witty enough to claim their own frame and

spot on your living room wall, thereâ€™s a lot more to doodling than the eye can see. What's Inside

the Book?Inside you'll find many creative doodles for hours of fun expression and designs to create

unique drawings. Doodling is an art form and one that can lead to master pieces. We offer step by

step instructions on how to draw zen doodles. Welcome to Tons of Zen DoodlesWelcome and take

a peek inside. Grab a piece of paper and a pencil or pen and get ready to learn how to draw Zen

Doodles. Everything you need is inside this book including plenty of patterns with easy to follow step

by step instructions.
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The designs are very, very basic and the book is extremely short. I downloaded it through the

lending library so at least I didn't spend money on this. Not at all impressed. Spend your money

elsewhere.

I (think) I have all of Mr. Ford's books and one of the things he does well is break things up into

simple steps. Even though Zentangle is all about no mistakes, just opportunities for change and all

that positive stuff, it can be intimidating for a new tangler to look at a beautifully executed and

detailed drawing done by an experienced tangler and feel intimidated. This book is full of designs

easy enough to encourage. My only gripe was that the price stated was about a dollar less than I

was charged. Tangle On!

This has been one of my favorite coloring books by far I love the designs. Each page is complex but

easy enough to complete in one sitting. I have nearly completed the book and will buy some of the

other books in this series. One thing about this book is the paper is really nice with a smooth texture

that takes ink really smoothly with full coverage without requiring going over multiple times. The

pages are perforated so they can be removed and used as journal pages or framed. I use markers

and unfortunately they bleed through the page so the reverse of the page is dotted up with

bleed-through but there isn't much help for that. Also, the designs are all different but have similar

design elements from page to page so the lack of variety in the details might not appeal to some,

Otherwise I love the book myself and highly recommend it. I used a wide variety of pens - sharpies,

color pencils and gel pens.

There are 10 sets if patterns in this book with 5 on each page. You get 50 in all BUT these patterns

are so basic. You're better of searching the web. Also there's no table of contents.

Unless you get this for free as part of prime unlimited, you will feel ripped off. The meat of the book,

the lessons consists of 10 pages of uninspiring patterns. You would be better served spending a

few minutes out on Google.

Helpful for a beginner &. For the price.

Quick and easy to understand. Love the step by step examples and helpful hints. Perfect for an



ebook. Two more words required.

Worth the money. I could not find anything of this quality on the internet. Saved me hours. Keeps

me busy and loads of fun:)
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